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  Students Explore Scholarly Ideas Through Creative Mediums

  Students in Professor Jane Henderson's course 'Race, Space, and Nature' created visual roadmaps for their final projects to explore and synthesize key scholarly ideas.
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  Oak Hill Improvements Show Winning Results

  

      Snowmaking and elevation data made the cross country site race-ready.
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  Professor Patricia Lopez Elected as an AAG 2024 National Councilor 

  Professor Lopez joins the governing body of the American Association of Geographers in 2024.
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  The People Have a Right to Climate Data

  Professor Justin Mankin writes about the dangers of the growing privatization of climate data in the New York Times: "Freely shared information will save lives."
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  Jonathan Winter Quoted in the Wall Street Journal

  A warmer atmosphere holds more water vapor, seeding stronger rain storms, according to Jonathan M. Winter, associate professor of geography at Dartmouth College.
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  Professor Patricia Lopez Awarded 2024 AAG Distinguished Teaching Honors

  Congratulations to Dr. Patricia Lopez on national recognition for her teaching, mentoring, and pedagogical accomplishments.
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  More than a million living in pockets of hidden poverty in England

  A study by researchers at Queen's University and Professor Richard Wright is highlighted by the Guardian.
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  Professor Mona Domosh to Speak About New Book 'Disturbing Development in the Jim Crow South'

  Join Professor Domosh on November 9th at 4:30 in Berry 180 (Baker-Berry Library) to hear about her recently published book and the research process that led her to write it.
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  Students Explore Historic Redlining at the Book Arts Workshop

  Students from the Social Justice and the City course, led by Professor Erin Collins, constructed homes at the Book Arts Workshop to understand historic redlining and its impacts in Oakland.
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  Lizet Garcia '23 Awarded the Antonio Maceo Award for Racial Justice

  Geography alum Lizet Garcia '23 is one of the two Mellon Mays fellows receiving Dartmouth awards for outstanding contributions to their fields.
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                    Slowing the flow for climate resilience in human-dominated riverine landscapes
                  

                                Keith H. Nislow, Francis J. Magilligan, Mason Saleeba, Richard E. Palmer

            
            
              Resilience and Riverine Landscapes (2024)

            
            
          
        
	
          
            
                                    
                    AI and Global Climate Change: The political economy of data and energy in geographic perspective
                  

                                Luis F. ALVAREZ LEÓN

            
            
              Geo: Geography and Environment (2024)

            
            
          
        
	
          
            
                                    
                    An ethnic group specific deprivation index for measuring neighbourhood inequalities in England and Wales
                  

                                Christopher D. Lloyd, Gemma Catney, Richard A. Wright, Mark Ellis, Nissa Finney, et al.

            
            
              The Geographical Journal (2023)

            
            
          
        
	
          
            
                                    
                    Evidence of human influence on Northern Hemisphere snow loss
                  

                                Alexander R. Gottlieb, Justin S. Mankin
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    Departments
	African and African American Studies
	Anthropology
	Art History
	Asian Societies, Cultures, and Languages Program
	Biological Sciences
	Chemistry
	Classics
	Cognitive Science
	Comparative Literature
	Computer Science
	Earth Sciences


	East European, Eurasian, and Russian Studies
	Economics
	Education
	Engineering Sciences
	English
	Environmental Studies
	Film and Media Studies
	French and Italian
	Geography
	German Studies
	Government


	History
	Humanities 1 & 2
	Jewish Studies
	Latin American, Latino and Caribbean Studies
	Linguistics
	Mathematics
	Medieval and Renaissance Studies
	Music
	Native American Studies
	Philosophy
	Physics and Astronomy


	Psychological and Brain Sciences
	Quantitative Social Science
	Religion
	Sociology
	Spanish and Portuguese
	Speech at Dartmouth
	Studio Art
	Theater
	Women’s and Gender Studies
	Writing Program



  
  
  
      
    Inclusivity
A diverse and inclusive intellectual community is critical to an exceptional education, scholarly innovation, and human creativity. The Faculty of Arts and Sciences is committed to actions and investments that foster welcoming environments where everyone feels empowered to achieve their greatest potential for learning, teaching, researching, and creating. Details of current action plans can be found in the Arts and Sciences Diversity and Inclusion Reports and Plans and the institution-wide strategic plan Toward Equity: Aligning Action and Accountability.
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